DECISION OF REGIONAL TRANSPORT AUTHORITY MUVATTUPUZHA
HELD ON 24-11-2018
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Present:(1)Sri. Mohammed. Y . Safirulla. I.A.S- District Collector & Chairman RTA
Muvattupuzha.
(2)Sri. Shaji Joseph- Deputy Transport Commissioner-CZ-II, Ernakulam
&Member RTA Muvattupuzha.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Item No-1
A)This is an item included to cancel the regular permit issued in respect of stage carriage KL
57 F 1663 on the Malayattoor- Aroor temple as ordinary service with Pt No-17/279/2018. It
is reported that the permit holder has surrendered the regular permit for taking clearance
certificate to SRTO Aluva. Hence the regular permit No-17/279/2018, issued in respect of
stage carriage KL 57 F 1663 to operate on the route Malayattoor- Aroor temple is hereby
cancelled.
B)Heard the learned counsel represented the applicant Sri Sijo Paul . This is an application
for the grant of fresh regular permit in respect of a new or suitable model stage carriage
with seating capacity not less than 28 in all to operate on the route Malayattoor- Aroor
temple in the vacancy of KL 57 F 1663 as ordinary service .
This authority considered the matter in detail. The proposed route is an inter district route
having route length of 75.8 km out of which 2.2 km lies under the jurisdiction of RTA
Alappuzha. Certain en route operators contended that the overlapping distance from
Perumbavoor to Palakkattuthazham is not same in the fresh permit applications included in
the agenda . Hence this authority decided to adjourn the application for want of the
following.
1) Secretary RTA shall ascertain the exact distance of overlapping from Perumbavoor to
Palakkattuthazham .
2) Secretary RTA shall obtain Concurrence from RTA Alappuzha for the route portion
lies in the jurisdiction of that authority.
3) Timings as per D3/ 2813/STA/2013 dtd 21/04/2018 circular shall be obtained from
the applicant.
Item No-02
Heard the learned counsel represented the applicant Sri Ajmal Latheef. This is an application
for the grant of fresh regular permit in respect of a new or suitable model stage carriage
with seating capacity not less than 34 in all to operate on the route Kothamangalam
Aluva(Via) Odackaly , Kuruppampady, Perumbavoor and South Vazhakulam as ordinary
service .
This authority considered the matter in detail. The proposed route is an intra district route
having route length of 38 km . Certain en route operators contended that the overlapping
distance from Perumbavoor to Palakkattuthazham is not same in the fresh permit
applications included in the agenda . Hence this authority decided to adjourn the application
for want of the following.

1) Secretary RTA shall ascertain the exact distance of overlapping from Perumbavoor to
Palakkattuthazham .
2) Timings as per D3 2813/STA/2013 dtd 21/04/2018 circular shall be obtained from
the applicant.
Item No-03
Heard the learned counsel represented the applicant Sri Rebin Rajan. This is an application
for the grant of fresh regular permit in respect of a new or suitable model stage carriage
with seating capacity not less than 33 in all to operate on the route PanamkuzhyPerumbavoor ( Via) Vengoor and Kuruppampady as ordinary service .
This authority considered the matter in detail. The proposed route is an intra district route
having route length of 18 km . There is no overlapping reported with any of the notified
schemes. The timings proposed is not contravene the spacing of time preferred in the D3
2813/STA/2013 dtd 21/04/2018 circular. Hence fresh regular permit granted on the applied
route Panamkuzhy-Perumbavoor subject to settlement of timings as per D3 2813/STA/2013
dtd 21/04/2018 circular.
Item No-04
Heard the learned counsel represented the applicant Sri Biju K O. This is an application for
the grant of fresh regular permit in respect of a new or suitable model stage carriage with
seating capacity not less than 48 in all to operate on the route Paniely- Vyttila Hub (Via)
Kombanad, Kuruppampady, Perumbavoor, Chemberakky, Pukkattupady, Kangarappady, ,
Kakkanad and Pipeline return trip (Via) Kakkanad, Infoparak, Edachira, and 2 nd trip (Via)
South Vazhakulam, cochin Bank ,NAD, Edappally toll Jn as ordinary service .
This authority considered the matter in detail. The proposed route is an intra district route
having route length of 88 km . Certain en route operators contended that the overlapping
distance from Perumbavoor to Palakkattuthazham is not same in the fresh permit
applications included in the agenda . Hence this authority decided to adjourn the application
for want of the following.
1) Secretary RTA shall ascertain the exact distance of overlapping from Perumbavoor to
Palakkattuthazham .
2) Timings as per D3 2813/STA/2013 dtd 21/04/2018 circular shall be obtained from
the applicant.
Item No-05
A) Heard the learned counsel represented the applicant Sri Aziz . This is a request for
condonation of delay for submitting the renewal of permit application in respect of S/C KL17 B 8787 to operate on the route Muvattupuzha - Kothamangalam as Ordinary moffusil
service. This authority satisfied the explanation of the applicant and request allowed.
B) This is an application for renewal of regular permit in respect of stage Carriage S/C KL-17
B 8787 to operate on the route Muvattupuzha - Kothamangalam (Via) Mulavoor,
Cheruvatttoor and Puthuppady as Ordinary moffusil service.
This authority elaborately considered the scope and applicability of the renewal of permit in
the light of existing notifications and connected file .

This is an intra district route having route length 24 km and there is an overlapping of 2 km
from new Bus stand to BOC Junction at Muvattupuzha with the notified scheme AluvaKattappana.
The regular permit was issued on 23/10/1998 and this authority feels no legal impediments
to renew the permit for continuous operation.
Hence delay on submitting the renewal of permit application is condoned and renewal of
regular permit granted to Stage Carriage KL-17 B 8787 to operate on the route
Muvattupuzha - Kothamangalam as ordinary moffusil service.
Item No-06
Heard the learned Counsel represented the applicant. This is an application for variation of
regular permit in respect of S/ C KL 38 F 8871 operating on the route KothamangalamMattancherry as ordinary service . The permit holder is intend to vary the permit by,
curtailing the route portion from Cheranganal to Kothamangalam and intend to operate to
Kannakkada in the 2nd trip of service and proceed to Mattancherry.
This authority considered the application in detail in the light of the report of route enquiry
officer and existing Government notifications. As per the field officer’s report the proposed
curtailment doesn’t affect the travelling public while the extension of route from
Cherranganal to Kannakkada will be beneficial to the public. There is an no overlapping
reported with any of the notified schemes. Considering the proposed timing , this authority
feels that ,the applicant can operate the service in the varied route without changing the
existing timings. Here the applicant intend to change the existing timings in the guise of
proposed variation. Hence variation of permit granted without changing the existing
timings.
Item No-07
Heard the learned Counsel represented the applicant. This is an application for variation of
regular permit in respect of S/C KL 44 B 2447 operating on the route UrulanthannyKottappady touching Anakkayam and Charupara as ordinary service.
This authority considered the application in detail in the light of the report of route enquiry
officer and existing Government notifications. The variation sought for is an extension of
the route from Anakkayam to Urulanthanny in the trip at 9.21 am.
There is an no overlapping reported with any of the notified schemes. The field officer
reported that the proposed extension will be beneficial to the public since the area is a
remote tribal settlement colony .Hence variation of permit granted without changing the
existing set of settled timings.
Item No-08
Heard the learned Counsel represented the applicant. This is an application for variation of
regular permit in respect of S/C KL 07 AR 4678 on the route Kothamangalam- Perumbavoor
–Aluva touching Akanad (via) Kuruppampady, Odakkali, Thankalam ,South Vazhakulam as
ordinary service as Kothamangalam – Perumbavoor-Aluva (via) Kuruppampady, Odakkali,
Thankalam , and South Vazhakulam as ordinary service by curtailing the route portion from
Kuruppampady to Akanad.
This authority considered the application in detail in the light of the report of route enquiry
officer and existing Government notifications. It is reported that the existing route of
operation was effected by the variation granted by the meeting of this authority dtd
23/02/2017 ( Extension to Akanad) .

Now the application is to avoid the same stating the timing objections and clash from
KSRTC. The field officer reported that the proposed curtailment will adversely affect the
accustomed passengers since Akanad is not a well served area.
This authority feels that interest of the public is the main factor for the grant of a variation
on existing regular permit. Withdrawal of the trip towards an ill served area will adversely
affect the passengers . The existing benefits enjoyed by the public shall not be deprived of
consequent to the variation of the permit. Hence curtailment of existing trips cannot be
allowed and the application for variation of permit is rejected.
Item No-09
Heard the learned Counsel represented the applicant. This is an application for variation of
regular permit in respect of S/C KL 17 A 2887 on the route
KothamangalamPerumbavoor (Via) Nellikuzhy, Erumalappady, Cheruvattoor, Methala, Nellimolam and
Kuruppampady with one trip as Kothamangalam- Vaveli and return to Perumbavoor (Via)
Odackaly and last trip from Perumbavoor to Methala ordinary service.
This authority considered the application in detail in the light of the report of route enquiry
officer and existing Government notifications.
In the proposed variation the applicant intend to deviate the trip @ 12.20 from
Perumbavoor (Via) Kuruppampady & Odackaly instead of (Via)Methala and Cheruvattoor
with some modification on the existing timing. The proposed deviation is through a well
served sector by avoiding the operation through an ill served area.
The filed officer reported that the proposed curtailment of the route (via) Methala and
Cheruvattoor will adversely affect the accustomed passengers since the route is ill served ,
while the proposed route of deviation (Odackaly,Kuruppampady) is very well served.
This authority feels that interest of the public is the main factor for the grant of a variation
on existing regular permit. Withdrawal of the trip towards an ill served area will adversely
affect the passengers . The existing benefits enjoyed by the public shall not be deprived of
consequent to the variation of the permit. In these circumstances, the proposed variation
is not maintainable. Moreover there is no necessity under rule 145(6) warranting for the
grant of proposed variation. Hence the applied variation is rejected.
Item No-10
A) Perused the order of hon’ble STAT in MVAA No 134/2018.
B)Heard the learned Counsel represented the applicant. This is an application for variation
of regular permit in respect of S/C KL 02 T 4003 operating on the route InchathottyPerumbavoor (Via) Neriamangalam, Oonnukal, Nellimattom, Kothamangalam, Odakkaly and
one trip to Kothamangalam (Via) Avolichal, Charupara, Palamattom, Punnekkad as Ordinary
Service. The permit is intend to be varied as Neriamangalam- Perumbavoor touching
Allungal by curtailing the route portion from Neriamangalam to Inchathotty and extend the
route to Allungal from Puthencruz.
This authority in the meeting dated 17/03/2018 rejected the application, viewed that the
proposed curtailment will badly affect the travelling people of remote areas of Inchathotty.
Aggrieved on this the applicant approached the hon’ble STAT and the court vide its order in
MVAA No 134/2018 dtd 13/09/2018 allowed the appeal and directed to re consider the
application on merits and pass orders in accordance with law.

Considered the application in detail. At the time of issuance of permit the prime factor put
forward by the applicant was that Inchathotty is a remote area having no bus services.
Comparing the effect of curtailment with proposed extension, the route for which extension
sought for is more well served than the curtailment portion ,ie Inchathotty.
Another contention of the applicant is that the route portion from Neriamangalam to
Inchathotty is forest area where elephants are frequently crossing the road and some
times they attack the vehicles and passengers. The enquiry officer reported that no such
cases are reported so far regarding this matter. Further medias highlighted the lack of
travelling facility of the Inchathotty area regularly . In these circumstances, this authority
feels that withdrawal of the trip towards an ill served area will adversely affect the
passengers and interest of the common public is the main factor for the grant of a variation
on existing regular permit. Hence the applied variation is not maintainable and rejected.
Item No-11
Heard ; the learned counsel represented both the applicants. This is an application for
transfer of permit in respect of S/C C KL 17 N 9902 operating on the route PeringasserryErnakulam .Transfer of permit is allowed as applied for subject to the clearance of
Government dues if any.
Item No-12
Heard ; the learned counsel represented both the applicants. This is an application for
transfer of permit in respect of S/C KL 06 B 8635 operating on the route EdackattuvayalThodupuzha .Transfer of permit is allowed as applied for subject to the clearance of
Government dues if any.
Item No-13
Heard ; the learned counsel represented both the applicants. This is an application for
transfer of permit in respect of S/C KL 59 E 631 operating on the route KothamangalamThevara Jn .Transfer of permit is allowed as applied for subject to the clearance of
Government dues if any.
Item No-14
Heard ; the learned counsel represented both the applicants. This is an application for
transfer of permit in respect of S/C KL 05 AM 5193 operating on the route ErnakulamMuvattupuzha .Transfer of permit is allowed as applied for subject to the clearance of
Government dues if any.
Item No-15
Heard ; the learned counsel represented both the applicants. This is an application for
transfer of permit in respect of S/C KL 40 C 8037 operating on the route
Kozhikkottukulangara- Aluva .Transfer of permit is allowed as applied for subject to the
clearance of Government dues if any.
Item No-16
Heard ; the learned counsel represented both the applicants. This is an application for
transfer of permit in respect of S/C KL 38 A 6723 operating on the route MuvattupuzhaPerumbavoor .Transfer of permit is allowed as applied for subject to the clearance of
Government dues if any.

Item No-17
Heard ; the learned counsel represented both the applicants. This is an application for
transfer of permit in respect of S/C C KL 17 K 3168 operating on the route AkanadMuvattupuzha .Transfer of permit is allowed as applied for subject to the clearance of
Government dues if any.
Item No-18
Heard ; the learned counsel represented both the applicants. This is an application for
transfer of permit in respect of S/C KL 40 K 4495 operating on the route KothamangalamPerumbavoor .Transfer of permit is allowed as applied for subject to the clearance of
Government dues if any.
Item No-19
Heard ; the learned counsel represented both the applicants. The application was
adjourned by this authority held on 19/05/2018 since the applicants were absent. The
registration validity of the route bus was seen expired on 29/06/2018. As the vehicle
completed the age of fifteen years thereafter, the vehicle cannot be operated as stage
Carriage. Even though the permit holder was well aware to replace the vehicle with another
suitable vehicle before completing 15 years of old vehicle covered by the permit, he has not
complied the permit condition attached to the permit. Further hon’ble high court in
judgment in WP(c) 22257 of 2017 dtd 31/08/2017 viewed that if there is no vehicle to
operate under the permit, the permit become invalid. In this circumstances the application
for transfer of permit is not seen maintainable, hence rejected.
Item No-20
Heard ; the learned counsel represented both the applicants. This is an application for
transfer of permit in respect of S/C KL 05 AL 3191 operating on the route
Kulangattukuzhy- Muvattupuzha .Transfer of permit is allowed as applied for subject to
the clearance of Government dues if any.
Item No-21
Heard ; the learned counsel represented both the applicants. This is an application for
transfer of permit in respect of S/C KL 03 Y 2700 operating on the route MuvattupuzhaErnakulam .Transfer of permit is allowed as applied for subject to the clearance of
Government dues if any.
Item No-22
Heard ; the learned counsel represented both the applicants. This is an application for
transfer of permit in respect of S/C KL 17 G 1039 operating on the route MuvattupuzhaVavely .Transfer of permit is allowed as applied for subject to the clearance of Government
dues if any.
Item No-23
Perused the order of hon’ble STAT in MP no-751/2018 in MVAA No 272/2018 regarding the
issue of temporary permit in respect of S/c KL 04 Q 2025 on the Pothanikkad-Vyttila Hub in
the vacancy of KL 17 D 3322. Secretary is instructed to comply the order of the hon’ble STAT
Item No-24
Perused the request and connected report. This is a request for sanction of Bus Stop at
Pazhamthottam ground on Achappan kavala- Pankod road .

It is reported that there is sufficient width for the road to go up and alight passengers in the
proposed place .Hence sanction is accorded for the proposed Bus Stop at Pazhamthottam
ground for public convenience .
Item No-25
Heard ; the learned counsel represented the applicant and perused the records. This is an
application for replacement of S/c KL 05 P 4044 permitted to operate on the route Mannoor
–Perumbavoor – Kolencherry with KL 17 A 1989 where in , the registration validity of the
route bus expired before the production of current records of the incoming vehicle.
This authority considered the application in detail. The stage carriage KL 05 P 4044 is
covered by a valid regular permit on the route Manoor-Perumbavoor- Kolencherry and the
regular permit is valid up to 10-05-2022.
The route bus completed the age of fifteen years on 29/06/2018, and hence thereafter, the
vehicle cannot be operated as stage Carriage.
Even though the permit holder was well aware to replace the vehicle with another suitable
vehicle before completing 15 years of old vehicle covered by the permit, he has not
complied the permit condition attached to the permit. Sub Section[1]a of Section 86 of
Motor Vehicles Act-1988 stipulates that the transport Authority which granted a permit may
cancel the permit or may suspend it for such periods as think fit on the breach of any
condition contained in the permit. Here, the permit holder breached the permit condition.
Rule 152 of the Kerala Motor Vehicles Rules,1989 explained the consequence of failure to
use the transport vehicle, as follows.
“It shall be a condition of the permit of every transport vehicle(other than private service
vehicle permit) that the vehicle shall be so maintained as to be available for the service for
which the permit was granted, for the entire period of currency of the permit and that the
permit is liable to be suspended or cancelled, after due notice to the permit holder, if the
vehicle has not been used for the purpose for which the permit was granted, for any day in
the case of stage carriage unless a reserve bus duly authorized in this behalf has conducted
substitute service in place of the route bus which defaulted service, and for a continuous
period of fifteen days or more in the case of other transport vehicles, during the period for
which the permit authorizes the use of the vehicle on the road, unless the State or Regional
Transport Authority is satisfied that the permit holder was prevented by sufficient cause
from running the service or that the permit holder had obtained the previous permission of
the State or Regional Transport Authority to suspend the service for such period during
which the vehicle was not operated”.
In this circumstances this authority feels that the request of the applicant is not
maintainable. Hence rejected. Secretary RTA shall issue notice as per Rule 152 of KMV Rules
and report the explanation of the permit holder in the next meeting.
Item No-26
Perused the files. This item is for ratifying the replacement of stage carriages done by
Secretary RTA in cases had material difference greater than 25%.
In all the reported cases the incoming vehicles had higher seating capacity , which found
beneficial to the travelling public. This may also lead to increase in public exchequer
and travelling facility of common public. Hence the action of Secretary RTA is ratified.

Item No-27
Heard ; the learned counsel represented the applicant and perused the records. This is an
application for replacement in respect of S/c KL 40 G 9133 on the route VadakampillyPerumbavoor with KL 18 B 1068 within a period of one month from the date of issue of
regular permit.

This authority considered the matter in detail. Adhere to the common judgment in WP©
33980 of 2015 of hon’ble court , the State Transport Authority decided to fix the age limit
for the stage carriages in applying and granting fresh regular permits as 8 years for ordinary
moffusil services . Accordingly RTA Muvattupuzha also decided to implement the condition
preferred by the STA for granting fresh regular permits as 8 years for ordinary moffusil
services .
This authority in sitting dtd 17/11/2016 rejected the fresh regular permit application on the
route Eco tourism- Vadakkumpilly- Perumbavoor , submitted by the applicant since she had
failed to produce a suitable vehicle which satisfies the condition of age proffered by the
RTA. Then after the applicant produced the records of S/c KL 40 G 9133 which complies the
condition of age and RTA dtd 19/05/2018 granted fresh regular permit to the proposed S/c
KL 40 G 9133. Accordingly on 17/09/2018 regular permit was issued vide permit number
17/2764/2018 with validity from 17/09/2018 to 16/09/2023.Then after an application for
replacement of existing vehicle with KL 18 B 1068 which is a 2004 model stage carriage had
been filed by the permit holder on 06/10/2018 , just within a period of one month from the
date of issue.
STA as well as RTA decided to impose the restriction of the age of the vehicle for the grant
of permit for a stage carriage is obviously in public interest because old vehicle can cause
accidents and inconvenience public interest especially road safety aspects and also to
prevent the trafficking of permit.
In the instant case , the application of replacement with an older model vehicle within one
month of the issue of regular permit, is seems to be against the concept of the granting
authority. More over if the application is allowed , it will become a wrong precedence
towards the issuance of fresh permits . Hence rejected.
Item No-28
Ratified.
Item No-29
Next meeting will be conducted on 19-01-2019.
Additional Item No-01
Heard ; the learned counsel represented both the applicants. This is an application for
transfer of permit in respect of S/C KL 44 3035 operating on the route KottappadyKothamangalam- Angamaly. Transfer of permit is allowed as applied for subject to the
clearance of Government dues if any.
Additional Item No-02
Heard ; the learned counsel represented both the applicants. This is an application for
transfer of permit in respect of KL 44 63 operating on the route Kothamangalam- Aluva.

Transfer of permit is allowed as applied for subject to the clearance of Government dues if
any.
Additional Item No-03
A) Perused the order of hon’ble STAT in MVARP No 57/2018.
B)Heard the learned Counsel represented the applicant. This is an application for variation
of regular permit in respect of S/C KL 09 N 4599 on the route Mulamkuzhy- Thattekkad (Via)
Illithode, Kalady, Peumbavoor and Kothamangalam as LSOS .
The permit is intend to be varied as Mulamkuzhy- Thattekkad touching Manjapra as
ordinary service by changing the halting place as Manjapra and converting the class of
service as ordinary moffusil service.
In the meeting dated 17/03/2018 this authority rejected the application, as per clause (4) of
notification no 08/2017/Tran dtd 23/03/2017.
Aggrieved on this the applicant approached the hon’ble STAT and the court vide its order in
MVARP No 57/2018 set aside the decision of RTA and directed to consider the application
for variation or extension is sought for on the notified routes ,the same shall be considered
and disposed off in accordance with sec. 80(3) of MV act.
This authority considered the variation application in detail and perused the records.
In the first part of the application, the permit is desired to be varied as MulamkuzhyThattekkad touching Manjapra as ordinary service by changing the halting place as
Manjapra. Comparing the effect of curtailment with proposed extension, the route for
which extension sought for is more well served than the curtailment portion ,ie Manjpara.
Withdrawal of the trip towards an ill served area will adversely affect the passengers and
interest of the common public is the main factor for the grant of a variation on existing
regular permit and the benefits enjoyed by the public shall not be deprived of consequent
to the variation of the permit. Moreover there is no necessity under rule 145(6) warranting
for the grant of proposed variation . Hence the applied variation is rejected.
Again , the another part of the variation is conversion of the class of service as ordinary
service instead of LSOS. In this case it may lead an increase in running time and results
indirect variation of the entire route of operation including notified sector and is not
maintainable. In this circumstances the application for the conversion of class of service is
also rejected.

Sd/Shaji Joseph
Deputy Transport Commissioner
CZ-II & Member RTA Muvattupuzha

Sd/Mohammed. Y .Safirulla I.A.S.
District Collector &
Chairman-RTA Muvattupuzha.

